
Products:
Honing Machine
Super Finishing Machine
Deep Hole Drilling Machine
Special Purpose Mechine

Creative Engineering is a leading high precision 
honing machine and SPM Machine manufacturer, 
based in Bengaluru. As an ISO 9001:2008 and 
NSIC Certified Company, we have been operating 
from past 10 years with a major focus on customer 
satisfaction. We offer Honing machinery and 
custom made parts as per customer specification, 
adhering to latest technology.  Our ability to offer 
customized solutions and specifications with 
quality, Keeps us a step ahead. www.creativeengg.in

Creative Engineering
Advanced Honing & Manufacturing Solutions!



Renowned for their effectiveness and durability, our products are highly preferred in the manufacturing sector. The wide plethora of supreme quality 
products that we offer includes Honing machines, Super Finishing, Gun Drilling and Special Purpose machines. Further, our entire product range is 
constantly enhanced in order to stay at par with the changing technology. 

B)  Horizontal Machine
With the usage of ameliorate technology and tools,
we are instrumental in the supply of a prominent range of
Horizontal Honing Machines. 

HONING MACHINE
To furnish the diverse requirements of our clients in the best possible manner we offer an extensive range of Vertical & Horizontal 
Honing Machine. We also offer Tools and Fixtures for various honing requirements. 

A)  Vertical Machine

Our Products: 

Started with a vision to offer Cost-effective, 
feasible and versatile solutions for each and every 
Honing machinery requirement, we ensure our patrons best quality honing tools and undebatable customer support. Owing to our 
team of skilled technicians who hold expertise in the usage of latest technology, we specialize in offering the following services:

We understand well that any high-
performance product requires equally 

good performance support. Our globally 
operating team of experienced support 
technicians support clients in all areas 
irrespective of the time and location. 

All the machines offered by us are 
technically equipped to be monitored 

round the clock via internet or the 
telephone system. With this, remote 

diagnosis of faults and resolving the faults 
precisely and cost-effectively is ensured. 

Today’s manufacturing processes 
require an extensive and quickly 

available assortment of spare parts. 
Our specially appointed team ensures 

that your machine downtime is reduced 
to minimum. 

TECHNICAL SERVICES TELESERVICESSPARE PARTS

SSVA-550 PSV-600 SSV-550 HSV-250



C)  Tools and fixture
We offer all types of Honing tools, (Honing Mandrels) and Honing Applications that specially designed for high precision 
and cost effectiveness. We also offer customized tools as per the customer requirement and specifications. 

GUN DRILL REGRAINDING
We offer perfectly designed best quality gun drill regrainding machines at reasonable prices. Our Gun Drilling 
machines are well-recognized for their good accuracy and high precision. 

INPROCESS SIZEING TOOLS
We are offering process sizing sulation on excinsting all type honing machine.

Inprocess gauging tool with air distributor

Resharpener multi head Resharpener single head Gun drill

SUPER FINISHING
At Creative Engineering, we design and manufacture high precision Super Finishing Machines which are custom 
designed specifically for the customer application by utilizing proven subsystems.

Super finishing Machines are used to improve surface finish. They are used to produce surfaces with a very fine or low roughness
average (RA). Based on the customer requirement and usage, we develop Super Finishing machines with different RA and automation.  

Sizing process  Inprocess gauging tool 



Creative engineering

D-422/1, 10TH Main Road,
Peenya 2nd Stage,

Bangalore - 560 058.
Mob: +91 9900243781 / 9379913504

Ph: 08041170509
Email: info@creativeengg.in , enquiry@creativeengg.in

www.creativeengg.in

OUR CLIENTS


